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PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 64, 063002
New connection between central engine weak physics and the dynamics
of gamma-ray burst fireballs

Jason Pruet,* Kevork Abazajian,† and George M. Fuller‡

Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0319
~Received 8 February 2001; published 24 August 2001!

We demonstrate a qualitatively new aspect of the dynamics of gamma-ray burst~GRB! fireballs: the devel-
opment of a substantial dispersion in the proton component in fireballs in which neutron decoupling occurs and
is sufficiently pronounced. This effect depends sensitively on the neutron to proton ratio in the fireball,
becoming more dramatic with increasing neutron excess. Simple physical arguments and transport calculations
indicate that the dispersion in the Lorentz factor of the protons can be of the order of the final mean Lorentz
factor of the fireball. We show how plasma instabilities could play an important role in the evolution of the
fireball and how they might ultimately govern the development of such a velocity dispersion in the proton
component. The role of these instabilities in setting or diminishing a proton Lorentz factor dispersion repre-
sents a new and potentially important venue for the study of plasma instabilities. Significant dispersion in the
proton velocities translates intofewer protons attaining the highest Lorentz factors. This is tantamount to a
reduction in the total energy required to attain a given Lorentz factor for the highest energy protons. As well,
a velocity dispersion in the proton component can have consequences for the electromagnetic and neutrino
signature of GRB’s.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.64.063002 PACS number~s!: 98.70.Rz, 14.60.Pq
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I. INTRODUCTION

We show that a simple, yet previously overlooke
mechanism may give rise to a substantial velocity dispers
in the proton component of gamma-ray burst~GRB! fire-
balls. Namely, in GRB fireballs in which neutron decoupli
occurs, large center-of-mass energy collisions between
coupled neutrons and protons will induce a velocity disp
sion in the proton component. For certain fireball paramet
the time scale for rethermalization of these protons is lon
than the dynamical time scale, and so the protons will re
their acquired dispersion.

This has consequences for the dynamics of the fireb
Since the ultrarelativistic proton shell is directly tied
gamma-ray photon production@1,2#, the distribution of pro-
ton energies can affect the dynamics of photon emission
the internal shock GRB model theg-ray photons are pro
duced through internal multiple-shock collisions involvin
the protons. The efficiency for the conversion of shock
netic energy to photon energy, increases with increasing r
tive shock velocities@1,4#. In addition, the energetic proto
shock produces particle cascades leading to multi-TeV n
trino emission@5–7#. Therefore, both photon and neutrin
radiation may be affected by the process discussed here

More basically, the process we discuss here represen
new aspect of our understanding of the evolution of hom
geneous relativistic fireballs. The standard picture holds
a thermal plasma undergoes an initial acceleration ph
lasting until the energy in relativistic particles is transferr
to the kinetic energy of protons, or, in the case of extrem

*Electronic address: jpruet@physics.ucsd.edu
†Electronic address: kabazajian@ucsd.edu
‡Electronic address: gfuller@ucsd.edu
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baryon-dilute plasmas, until the plasma becomes optic
thin to photons@8#. Following the acceleration phase,
coasting phase ensues. In the coasting phase, the baryon
assumed thermal with typically low temperatures,T
,1024 MeV, in the plasma rest frame.

Recently it has been recognized that in sufficiently bary
dilute ~see Sec. II for a precise definition of this! fireballs,
heavy neutral particles~neutrons! can dynamically decouple
@9–11# from the expandinge6 photon proton plasma. The
reason is that once strong neutron-proton scatterings bec
ineffective at coupling neutrons to an accelerating, radiati
driven fireball, then ultimately these neutrons will have
smaller average Lorentz factor than the strongly Coulom
coupled protons in the fireball. There is an interesting c
nection between this decoupling phenomenon and the
number of electrons per baryon,

Ye5
ne22ne1

nb
5

1

n/p11
, ~1!

whereYe is the electron fraction,ne1 andne2 are the num-
ber densities of positrons and electrons respectively, ann
andp are the number densities of neutrons and protons.
connection is that when conditions near the fireball sou
lead to a lowYe in the outflow, substantial differences be
tween the final neutron and proton Lorentz factors are p
sible @11#. We will demonstrate a second connection: wh
the electron fraction in the fireball is low, high energy col
sions between decoupled neutrons and protons induce a
locity dispersion in the protons and that these ‘‘hot proton
are not rethermalized. The sensitivity of this effect toYe in
the fireball is interesting because, in analogy to type II
pernovae, the electron fraction may mirror weak physics
the central engine@11,12#. We note that fireballs are not th
only proposed mechanism for generating GRB’s. Other m
els involving electromagnetic acceleration of a relative
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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JASON PRUET, KEVORK ABAZAJIAN, AND GEORGE M. FULLER PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 063002
cold plasma~e.g., Ref.@3#! have also been proposed. Imp
cations of neutron decoupling for these possibilities have
been worked out and our work does not apply to them.

II. NEUTRON DECOUPLING
IN RELATIVISTIC FIREBALLS

The essential features of the physics of baryon flow
relativistic fireballs are obtained by considering a two co
ponent@~i! e6 photon proton and~ii ! neutron# homogeneous
fireball with initial radius, temperature, and electron fracti
R0 ,T0, andYe0, respectively. It is useful, in analogy with th
discussion of winds from supernovae, to couch our anal
in terms of the entropy per baryon in the fireball. In terms
the above quantities the entropy per baryon in units of 105kb
is

s5'1.25031022h~1 MeV/T0!. ~2!

Here h5Etot /M is the ratio of total energy to baryon re
mass in the fireball. The entropy is also a useful quan
because, apart from small corrections stemming from ine
tic nucleon-nucleon scatterings, it is conserved through
the evolution of the fireball. A central issue for GRB’s is th
‘‘baryon loading problem,’’ the statement thath must be
large in order to get the fireball moving with a high Loren
factor.

For relativistic fireballs (h. a few!, numerical and ana
lytic work shows that, to first approximation, the fireba
evolves as@13,14#

g5~T0 /T!5R/R0 for g,h, ~3!

g5h for R.hR0 . ~4!

Here g is the Lorentz factor of the fireball. These relatio
follow from entropy and energy conservation and are v
lated at the beginning and end of the fireball’s evolution~see
below!. Equation~3! is derived by writing down the hydro
dynamic equations governing the adiabatic expansion o
high entropy gas and taking the limit where the ratio of to
energy in baryons to energy in relativistic light particles
small. Equation~4! is obtained by noting that the acceler
tion of the fireball saturates when the kinetic energy in ba
ons is equal to the initial~principally thermal! energy in the
fireball. In terms of the timet as measured by an observ
co-moving with the plasma, the Lorentz factor and tempe
ture evolve asg5(T0 /T)5et/tdyn. Heretdyn5R0 character-
izes the fireball source size and is the dynamic time scale
the expansion of the fireball as measured in a frame
moving with the accelerating plasma.~We adopt units where
the speed of light is unity.! Observations of time variability
in GRB’s give the constrainttdyn,1023 s, while the small-
est proposed GRB sources are solar mass scale compac
jects withtdyn*1025 s.

Particles in the plasma suffer a four-acceleration w
magnitudedg/dR'R0

21. Neutrons have such a small ma
netic dipole moment that they are essentially only coupled
the accelerating plasma via strong scatterings with prot
~near the decoupling pointsnp;0.1sT;107sne;1015sng)
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wheresT is the Thomson cross section. To an excellent
proximation, then, the neutron-proton collision timescale~as
measured in a frame comoving with the accelerating plas!
in terms of the co-moving proton number densitynp in the
plasma rest frame, is

tcoll
215npsnpv rel , ~5!

wherev rel is the relative neutron proton velocity. Apart from
small corrections stemming from inelastic nucleon-nucle
scatterings, entropy is conserved throughout the accelera
of the fireball. This implies

tcoll
21}np}T3}exp~23t/tdyn! ~6!

except for the brief period when the electron positron pa
annihilate and transfer their entropy to the photons.

Decoupling occurs if the dynamic and collision tim
scales become comparable before the end of the acceler
phase of the fireball’s evolution. Noting that the proton nu
ber density isnp;1027TMeV

3 s5
21Ye cm23, with TMeV the

temperature in units of MeV, noting also that the temperat
at the end of the acceleration phase of the fireball’s evolu
is given approximately byT0 /h, and substituting into Eq
~5!, leads us to the condition for neutron decoupling to occ

0.02 s5
4

t5Ye~v rels10!dec
.1. ~7!

Here t5 is the dynamic time scale in units of 1025 s, and
(v rels10)dec is the product of the relative velocity and neutro
proton cross section in units of 10 fm2 at the decoupling
point. The precisev rel at which this latter quantity should b
evaluated, is unclear from our simple argument. This is
crucial because the productv rels10 only varies by a factor of
5 from unity asv rel increases from 1023 to near 1. The final
Lorentz factor of the neutronsgn,final can be estimated by
using Eq.~6! to find the temperature at the decoupling poi
and using the scalings in Eq.~3! to evaluateg at the decou-
pling point,

gn,final'220S ~v rels10!decT0,MeV
3 Yet5

s5
D 1/3

. ~8!

Following decoupling, the protone6 photon plasma be-
gins to accelerate away from the neutrons. This is beca
when Eq.~7! is satisfied, neutron decoupling occurs wh
photon pressure is still accelerating the fireball. If Eq.~7! is
not satisfied, then decoupling occurs after the accelera
phase and the protons and neutrons will coast together
the protons are slowed by interactions with the interste
medium ~Ref. @15#!. Energy conservation gives an estima
of the final mean Lorentz factor of the protons,

^gp,final&'Ye
21Fh2gn,finalS 12Ye1e

En

mn

gp

gn,final
D G . ~9!

The terme(En /mn)(gp /gn,final) is present to account fo
energy lost to neutrinos arising from the decay of pions c
ated in inelastic nucleon-nucleon collisions. Heremn is the
2-2
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NEW CONNECTION BETWEEN CENTRAL ENGINE WEAK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 063002
nucleon mass,e is the number of pions created per bary
~at most of order unity!, En is the average center of mas
energy lost to neutrinos per pion decay, andgp is the average
Lorentz factor of created pions. For pions created inn2p
collisions, the branching ratio for charged pion producti
below the two pion threshold, is roughly 1/2, andEn

;50 MeV.
The nuclear physics of pion production is well unde

stood. However, as it is difficult to estimate the Lorentz fa
tor of the protons when the ‘‘average pion’’ is created, it
complicated to analytically estimategp . As most inelastic
nucleon-nucleon collisions occur near the decoupling po
gp is presumably of ordergn,final. In the numerical example
we present below, neutrino energy loss is estimated an
found to be small enough so as not to alter the qualita
picture presented here.

III. NEUTRON INDUCED PROTON HEATING
IN RELATIVISTIC FIREBALLS

Subsequent to neutron decoupling, protons will unde
collisions with decoupled neutrons. The first requirement
the presence of a ‘‘hot’’~velocity-dispersed! proton compo-
nent is that some of these collisions are high-energy co
sions. If in the lab frame a proton and neutron have Lore
factorsgp andgn , respectively, then the Lorentz factorg rel

of the neutron, as seen by the proton, is

g rel5
1

2

gp

gn
@11~gn /gp!

2#. ~10!

A high energy neutron-proton collision implies, therefo
that ^gp,final&/gn,final>a few. This condition is intended onl
as a rough guide for the fireball parameters needed to d
the proton component hot.

For reasonable fireball parameters it is difficult to atta
substantial̂ gp,final&/gn,final, unlessYe,0.5. It has been ar
gued that a low electron fraction will naturally be obtained
many of the proposed GRB environments@11#. In addition,
in calculations of GRB’s arising from neutron star merge
Ye'0.1 has been estimated@15#. It is not clear if such low
electron fractions are also obtained, for example, in the
lapsar model for GRB central engines@16#. This is because

the role of weak processes~in particular,ne andn̄e captures!
in collapsar dynamics has yet to be worked out in detail.

Protons undergoing collisions with neutrons will lose e
ergy to the background photons and electrons. Whethe
not these protons rethermalize with the plasma depend
their thermalization time scalet therm. The protons will re-
main ‘‘cool’’ ~i.e., well coupled and thermal! if t therm
,tdyn(<tcoll), where the last inequality holds near and af
decoupling. If the opposite case holds,t therm.tdyn, the pro-
tons could keep the velocity dispersion they acquire thro
collisions with neutrons~i.e., become hot!.
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A. Collisional rethermalization mechanisms

There are two energy loss mechanisms for protons wit
velocity relative to the background plasma. The first
proton-electron scattering. Bethe’s formula@17# gives this
rate as

S dE

dt D
pe

'~7.6310218 GeV s21!
ne

v F lnS 2g2v4

ne
D174.1G .

~11!

Herene is the electron number density in units of cm23, and
v and g refer to the velocity and Lorentz factors, respe
tively, of the proton relative to the plasma.

The relations derived above@Eq. ~7!# imply that
neutron decoupling occurs at a temperatureTdecouple

'TD@s5 /(v rels10)decYet5#1/3, with TD50.005 MeV. This
clearly implies that neutron decoupling occurs aftere6 an-
nihilation. Noting that the ionization electron number dens
is ne;1027TMeV

3 s5
21Ye cm23, and noting that typical kinetic

energies of protons relative to the plasma are of the orde
a few GeV, we see from Eq.~11! that the thermalization time
scale via proton electron scattering ist therm,pe'8
31025 s(TD /T)3s5 /Ye .

Reference@10# made the observation that a pion-induc
electromagnetic cascade may lead to an increase in the n
ber density of electrons and positrons in the fireball. T
greatest this increase could be occurs when all of the p
mass ~minus neutrino losses! goes into e1/e2 pairs and
when, in addition, the processes creatinge1/e2 pairs are
sufficiently rapid that they come into equilibrium with ele
tron or positron pair annihilation.

By considering this limiting case, one finds that a pio
induced electromagnetic cascade can delay the onset
dispersion in the proton component@i.e., maket therm,pe(T
5Tdecouple/4),tdyn# only for extremely small electron frac
tions, Ye,0.01. ~The number 4 appearing in parenthes
here arises from requiring that a large center of mass en
collision is needed to drive a proton dispersion and is
plained in more detail below.! Therefore, a pion induced
electromagnetic cascade has little or no leverage in dela
the development of a dispersion in the protons for the m
erately low electron fractions that we expect in conden
object environments.

The second energy loss mechanism for protons arises
cause, when the protons acquire a dispersion, the elect
must rearrange themselves in order to preserve charge
trality. This rearrangement, on its own, has a negligible eff
on the proton dispersion because of the smallness of the
of the electron to proton mass. However, Compton scatte
following this rearrangement can be a source of energy
for the protons. In other words, runaway protons may
viewed as being tightly paired with electrons via the Co
lomb force, and the proton loses energy not only at the r
given in Eq. ~11!, but in addition, at the rate at which th
electron to which it is coupled loses energy to the ba
ground photons via Thomson or Compton drag
2-3
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S dE

dt D
peg

'sTUg'~106 GeV s21!S T

TD
D 4

, ~12!

with Ug the photon energy density, giving the time scale
thermalization via this process as t therm,peg
'1026 s(TD /T)4. Note that the inverse Compton scatteri
of protons is not important because at the temperatures
the neutron decoupling point the photon-proton scatter
cross section is smaller than the electron photon scatte
cross section by a factor of (me /mp)2;1027, with me and
mp the neutron and proton mass, respectively.

If magnetic fields are present, either because they w
present in the central engine and advected out with the
ball, or because they are generated via plasma instabil
~see Sec. III!, then electrons may also lose energy to sy
chrotron emission. As with Compton scattering, the pro
synchrotron losses are smaller than electron synchro
losses by a factor of (me /mp)2;1027 and are unimportant
The expression for the synchrotron loss rate is similar to
expression for the loss rate due to Thomson drag@Eq. ~12!#,
but with the magnetic field energy densityUB replacing the
photon energy densityUg . Therefore, unless the magnet
field energy density is comparable to the photon energy d
sity, synchrotron losses are unimportant. Note that the pho
energy density dominates over the proton rest mass en
density until the Lorentz factor of the fireball has nearly
tained its asymptotic value. Equipartition of the magne
field with the plasma implies that magnetic field pressure
as important in driving the fireball expansion as photon pr
sure. For such large magnetic field strengths the stan
analysis for the fireball evolution, which is based on the
sumption that photons and electrons positrons dominate
pressure, does not hold. We therefore neglect synchro
losses in what follows.

The total thermalization time scale is given by

t therm
21 't therm,peg

21 1t therm,pe
21 . ~13!

A velocity dispersed proton component arises, then
neutron decoupling occurs, and at the end of the fireba
acceleration phaset therm.tdyn. Applying the simple picture
given above for the evolution of the fireball, gives the seco
condition for a hot proton component:

s5
4.~4001Ye!t5 . ~14!

In fact, the fireball is still accelerating for fireball radiu
values greater thanhR0 ~Ref. @13#, and see below!. This
implies that the temperature during the acceleration ph
becomes lower thanT0 /h and, hence, that the condition fo
the development of a hot proton component is somew
weaker than that given above.

In Fig. 1 we illustrate the decrease in degree of therm
zation with increasing initialt therm/tdyn for a proton moving
relative to a background plasma and losing energy via
processes described in Eqs.~11! and ~12!.
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B. Collisionless considerations

In addition to the requirement of charge neutrality leadi
to proton energy loss via electron Compton scattering, th
are other collisionless processes that may affect the dyna
of the protons. Indeed, the proton and electron plasma
quencies, which generically govern the time scale for
development of plasma instabilities, are comparable to
larger than the collision frequencies after decoupling. T
is seen by noting that the proton and electron plas
frequencies (vpi and vpe, respectively! are given by
vpi5A4pnpe2/mp5Ame /mpvpe, with e the charge of the
electron. In terms of the entropy and temperature, th
plasma frequencies can be written as

vpi;1011s21@Yes5
21~T/TD!3#1/2;~1/43!vpe. ~15!

Because the plasma frequencies can be large compared t
collision frequency, the post decoupling proton-velocit
dispersed fireball may provide a fertile and novel ground
the study of plasma instabilities.

In particular, the protons may be subject to an analog
the two-stream instability because of collisionally produc
‘‘bumps’’ in the proton distribution function at the bulk
plasma and near the mean neutron component velocities~see
Fig. 2!. This instability arises in part because free energy c
be liberated by smoothing out the bumps in the distribut
function @22#.

The plasma may also be subject to velocity spa
anisotropy-driven electromagnetic instabilities as the tra
verse velocity freezes out during the expansion of the fi
ball. These instabilities arise because, when a particle di
bution function is anisotropic in velocity space~an extreme
example is when all the particles have momenta in onl
single direction! free energy can be liberated by isotropizin

FIG. 1. Illustration of the evolution of a Lorentz factor of a te
proton in a background plasma. The solid line is for the Lore
factor of the background plasma and the dashed lines are for
Lorentz factors of the test protons. Different dashed lines co
spond to different values oft therm/tdyn ~i.e., to different plasma
temperatures! at 109 cm. The appropriate values oft therm/tdyn are
given next to the curves.
2-4
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NEW CONNECTION BETWEEN CENTRAL ENGINE WEAK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 063002
the distribution function. These instabilities are called ‘‘ele
tromagnetic’’ because they proceed via an electromagn
~rather than an electrostatic! wave. Relevant for the presen
work, it has been shown that magnetic trapping can satu
these instabilities at substantial ion anisotropies@18#, and
that they are moderately stabilized by relativistic effe
@19,20#. A detailed study of the saturation level of the prot
anisotropy in this system would be interesting because lo
saturation levels imply less dispersion reduction due to a
batic cooling of the tranverse momenta. In the presence
magnetic field, either generated by the central engine or
ated through the instabilities discussed here, other insta
ties, involving, for example, ion-cyclotron waves, ma
operate.

Instabilities may play an important role in the setting
the proton distribution function. They are not expected
alter our result of a dispersion in the proton component,
cause for the closely related system of counterstreaming
beams, they are well studied and a substantial reduction i
initial dispersion is not seen@18,21,22#. These instabilities
have also been studied in the regime where collisions
important, and in this case counterstreaming ion beams t
as expected, a few collision time scales to slow@23#. How-
ever, studies of the coupling between plasma instabilities
the hydrodynamic evolution of the protons in the pecul
high photon entropy small dynamic time scale environme
characteristic of GRB fireballs, have apparently not be
done, and may give interesting and unexpected results.
fact that plasma instabilities play a role during the accele
tion phase of some relativistic fireballs is quite interestin
because the previous picture was that collisional proce
are sufficient to describe the early evolution in the absenc
central engine-generated magnetic fields.

A diagram illustrating the various influences on the prot

FIG. 2. A schematic picture of the various influences on
proton Lorentz factor distribution function during the accelerat
of the fireball. The solid line represents a collisionally produc
proton distribution function, while the dashed line represents
tendency of instabilities to smooth the distribution as collisionl
processes liberate free energy. In this figure, pp and np repre
proton-proton and neutron-proton collisions, while pe and peg rep-
resent the processes in Eqs.~11! and ~12!, respectively.
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distribution function, including the trend toward a smooth
distribution function resulting from plasma instabilities,
shown in Fig. 2.

C. Dispersion in the proton component:
Analytic and numerical estimates

When neutron decoupling occurs, and is pronounced
rough estimate gives the dispersion in the proton Lore
factor as^gp,final&2gn,final. ~A somewhat more precise mea
sure of dispersion will be given below.! For example, con-
sider a fireball described byYe50.2 andt552.7 and sup-
pose thatT053 and s554 ~implying h;1000). We find
gn,final;340 andḡp,final;3.43103, implying a dispersion in
the proton component of 103, which is comparable toh.

We have defined the dispersion in terms of the cen
engine rest frame. For some purposes it is more usefu
express the dispersion in terms of the mean proton
frame. A simple approximate measure of the dispersion
this frame is

1

2 S ^gp,final&
gn,final

D 1/2

~gn,final/^gp,final&11!, ~16!

which is at most on the order of a few.
A more precise determination of the dispersion in the p

tons requires a transport calculation describing the evolu
of the fireball. A simple single angular zone, hydrodynam
cally consistent, steady state relativistic wind transport c
culation has been performed. Neutrino energy loss is e
mated by assuming that, following an inelastic collision, t
available kinetic energy is shared equally between two ba
ons and a pion. The pion energy is then assumed lost f
the system via neutrino emission. In the calculation, prot
suffering large energy (g rel.2) collisions with neutrons, are
assumed to decouple from the plasma ift therm.atdyn,
where a is taken as a free parameter. In the limit whe
neutrons and protons are coupled to the photone6 plasma,
our calculation reduces to that done in the pioneering st
by Paczyn´ski @24# on ultrarelativistic winds from compac
sources.

In Fig. 3 we present the results of these calculations
the parameters listed above:t552.7, T053, ands554 and
for the cases whereYe50.1,0.2,0.3, and 0.5. Results for di
ferent values ofYe have been presented to illustrate that t
lower the electron fraction, the more pronounced the effe
of collisions between neutrons and protons.

To illustrate the effects discussed here, we present res
for the case where~i! protons and neutrons are assum
coupled to and thermalized with the plasma,~ii ! a velocity
distribution function is used to describe the neutrons but
protons are assumed coupled to and thermalized with thee6

photon plasma@the agreement between the final proton Lo
entz factors in this case and the simple estimate given by
~9! is good#, and~iii ! a velocity distribution function is used
to describe the neutron velocities, and protons are assu
to decouple from the plasma once they have undergon
collision with a neutron whereg rel.2. For part~iii ! of the
calculation, the parametera was taken to be 5. For the ex
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ample parameters we have chosen, the conditiont therm
.5tdyn is always satisfied at the stage in the fireball’s ev
lution wheng rel.2 collisions occur, and so the first cond
tion is somewhat superfluous here.

Perhaps the most striking feature of this calculation is
increase in Lorentz factor of the highest energy protons
the protons acquire a dispersion. Because energy cons
tion implies that the mean Lorentz factor of the protons
unchanged between cases~ii ! and ~iii ! ~modulo changes in
the net energy carried by the neutrons and pions due to
protons acquiring a velocity dispersion! the difference in fi-
nal Lorentz factors between cases~ii ! and ~iii ! provides a
measure of the proton dispersion. Note that because our
culation does not allow for a proton to interact with the e
panding plasma once it has undergone a high-energy c
sion with a neutron, and oncet therm.5tdyn, our calculation
may somewhat overestimate the proton dispersion. In
calculation we have attempted to err on the side of unde
timating the proton dispersion by assuming a stringent cr
rion for neglecting the interaction of the scattered pro
with the plasma, and by assuming that, fort therm,5tdyn, the
proton is instantly rethermalized. By contrast, our appro
mation would have been unreasonable if we had chose
neglect the interaction of the protons with the plasma wh
the dynamic and expansion time scales were equal. Figu
shows that our approximation is reasonable: fort therm/tdyn
>3, the increase in the Lorentz factor of a scattered proto
small (;20%). A precise determination of the proton dist
bution function would require a calculation coupling the ev
lution of plasma instabilities to the hydrodynamic outflow

In Fig. 4 we display the evolution of a measure of disp
sion in the proton component of the fireball (Dg/gp,final). In
this figure,Dg is defined to be the difference in proton Lo

FIG. 3. Evolution of proton Lorentz factor in a steady sta
relativistic wind characterized by the parameters given in the t
for different cases of electron fraction,Ye . The dot dashed line is
for case~i!, where baryons are assumed coupled to the plasma
dashed line is for case~ii !, where neutron velocities are describe
by a velocity distribution function and where neutrons are allow
to decouple while protons are assumed frozen into the plasma;
the solid line is for case~iii !, where neutrons and protons are bo
allowed to decouple. Note the change in scale between the u
and lower figures.
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entz factors between models~ii ! and ~iii ! for the caseYe
50.2 shown in Fig. 3.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have pointed out and made estimates of an overloo
~and possibly generic! feature of the baryon~neutron proton!
flow in GRB fireballs: the acquisition of a large dispersion
the Lorentz factor of the proton component subsequen
neutron decoupling. This represents a qualitatively new f
ture of GRB fireballs because the previous picture of
evolution of the proton component held that the protons w
thermal, even when neutron decoupling occurs. A dispers
in the proton component also implies that plasma instabili
may play an important role and suggests new studies of
role of collisionless processes during the acceleration
later shocking phase of the fireball’s evolution. Because
effect we have described is principally sensitive to the n
tron to proton ratio in the fireball, this work represents a n
connection between the central engine weak physics that
Ye and GRB fireball dynamics. Because shocks involvi
protons are thought to give rise to the photon signal cha
teristic of GRB’s, a proton dispersion also has implicatio
for the details and efficiency of photon production. A dire
consequence for the charged particle dynamics of neu
decoupling is interesting because the signal from the de
of pions, created in inelastic collisions during neutron dec
pling, is expected to be weak. Detector event rates for
neutrinos from pion decay are estimated at a few per y
@25#. Direct evidence of neutron decoupling in a GRB eve
would provide information about the progenitor fireball p
rameters and perhaps give a clue about the properties o
central engine.
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